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As we celebrate Reed’s 100th year we mark exactly a century of  learning, creating, and avoiding making 
eye contact at all costs. As we step into the future of  Reed College let us end this anti-social tradition and 
usher in a new era of  acknowledging people as human beings by looking them in the eyes. Here are some 
tips for putting the human back into humanities.

(Trigger warning: This article includes extensive language concerning eyes, sight, and 
eyesight. If  you do not have any eyes then this article is probably not for you. Sorry about 
that. )

Tip 1: Reed is known the world over for its 
beautiful and intricate street and sidewalk 
pavings. That is why so many Reedies walk 
everywhere while staring directly down. Even 
most cyclists have been known to keep their 
eyes glued directly beneath them, leading to 
many horrible bike accidents. But while on 
your way to class, instead of  studying the 
intricate and purposeful grain pattern on the 
walk in front of  Eliot or the delicate dirt inlay 
on the SU porch, LOOK UP! Yes, I know 
in this unusually nice weather you risk being 
blinded by the afternoon sun, but this is a risk 
you should take in order to 1) watch the fuck 

where you are going and 2) not look like an angry pre-teen who carries a weapon under 
his coat. Yes, you may end up losing your celebrated deathly pallor, but you also just might 
see a friendly face in between your shuffle between your cave-like dorm room to your 
cave-like hiding spot in the library. Trust me, it just may ruin your bad day.

Tip 2: If  you have been at Reed for longer than a semester, you may have already 
forgotten how normal human interactions take place outside of  the magical wonderland 
that is our small campus. Allow me to remind you. While at Reed it is acceptable to 
draw your dark cloak of  loneliness tighter around your neck against the horrible cold 
gale of  facial recognition, in the “real world” it is more than acceptable to acknowledge 
someone whom you casually know or even know very very well. Sure, you might think 
that looking straight ahead or quickly checking your cell phone for the messages you have 
not gotten is a great way to greet that cute boy you met at the dance last weekend or that 
girl whose puppy you accidentally killed with your car, but the fact is ignoring someone 
you are acquainted with can actually be quite 
alienating. Here are some alternative actions 
to take when you come across someone 
you recognize: 1) smile 2) wave 3) up-nod 
4) down-nod 5) tip of  the hat 6) wink, or 
if  you are really daring, 7) make a fake gun 
with your fingers and light-heartedly pretend 
to shoot them (that’s my favorite!). Don’t 
be afraid, you won’t actually hurt or kill this 
person with your fake gun. Rather think of  it 
as shooting him or her with a speeding, hot 
bullet of  friendship! Who knows? You may 
get shot right back!

Tip 3: Stop being a self-absorbed asshole for just one second and realize that, like you, 
everyone wants to feel acknowledged and special and maybe even loved... Unless you 
are Medusa. If  so continue not making eye contact with anyone, but consider taking a 
sculpture class because, who knows, you might have a talent for it.

TIPS FOR MAKING EYE CONTACT

PSYCH EXPERIMENTS WITH 
ETHICAL ISSUES

by  JB

CENTENNIAL KIDS

Why You Shouldn’t Have Brought Your Kids to the Centennial:

-Because Indiana Jones is not as much of  a kids movie as you remember

-Because now you have to explain what a “Pink Taco” is 

-Because the Get Naked dance party was not supposed to be kid-friendly

-Because open bar does not equal responsible parenting

-Because there were no pets at the pet parade

-Because they got lost in the crowd of  sweaty, confused teenagers at Sharon Jones

-Because that panel discussion at the Centennial Program was too boring for even adults 
to sit through

-Because the false advertisement of  a “Mini Renn Fayre” made for a lot of  sketchy 
visitors

-Because you can’t tell them the real reason why the grown-ups got more excited about 
the fireworks than they did

-Because you got seriously judged by everyone by letting your kids run around in the 
middle of  the night

-Because now they want to go to Reed

Why You Shouldn’t Have Come to the Centennial Without Kids:

-Because every activity planned was designed for kids

-Because you got dirty looks for standing in the face painting line

-Because there’s no excuse for running slower than the 6-year-old at the 5k race

-Because you had to take care of  everyone else’s kids when they got too drunk and 
disappeared looking for the Doyle Owl

-Because you couldn’t play on the bouncy castle without looking creepy

-Because you needed drugs to get excited for the fireworks

-Because you had no reason to leave the Centennial program early

-Because you had no one to sit with at Indiana Jones

-Because all the students were hiding in the library from sounds of  happiness and the 
sunshine

-Because you ended up being the only adult at the Pet Parade without a pet

-Because the event titled “mini Renn Fayre” had nothing to do with Renn Fayre and was 
more like a rich 8-year-old’s birthday party

Ideas for psych experiments that I had that didn’t get approved by the Human Subjects Research Committee:

-Hire a stand-up comedian to perform at a college event.  Fill the audience entirely with 
the hearing-impaired, tell them they are going to signed-word poetry slam.  Do not tell the 
comedian that the audience is deaf, record reactions of  both parties.

-Make homophobic men eat only phallus-shaped foods for a month, record reactions.

-Pick test subject.  Do not inform test subject that they have been chosen.  Hire multiple 
people to tell test subject that their haircut is unflattering.  See how long it takes test subject 
to get a new haircut.

-Offer to teach subjects Portuguese.  Teach them Dutch instead.  Send them to a rough 
neighborhood in Rio De Janeiro and see what happens.

-Give young children temporary tattoos.  Tell their grandparents that the temporary tattoos 
are real tattoos, record reactions.  Test with tramp stamp, heart on right butt cheek, heart on 
left butt cheek, and creepy Mike Tyson face tattoo.

-Interview my semi-racist great uncle who used to try and seem not-racist by talking about 
how much he liked and admired Tiger Woods.  Tell him all of  the lurid details of  Tiger 
Woods’ sex scandal.  See if  he still professes an admiration for Tiger Woods.

-Select test subject with history of  claustrophobia.  Every night while test subject is sleeping 
move walls and ceiling in two inches.  Survey test subject about his/her claustrophobia, insist 
that said claustrophobia is irrational and any feelings that house is shrinking are delusional.

-Make subject with fear of  snakes watch Snakes on a Plane three times in a row.  Then offer 
subject free plane tickets to Aruba, but imply that the plane trip may involve a “fun surprise”.  
If  subject asks if  there will be snakes on the plane, coyly state that “if  I told you what was on 
the plane it would ruin the surprise, but if  I were you I wouldn’t bring my chihuahua or have 
sex in the airplane bathroom, just to be safe.”  Show subject pictures of  Aruba’s white sand 
beaches.  See if  subject accepts tickets.

-Make Italian people play Super Mario Bros.  Become angry at them if  they aren’t good at Super 
Mario Bros.  Ask them why they aren’t better at a game that is based on their life.  Then feed 
them Domino’s Pizza and ask them if  it tastes “just like Nonna used to make it.”

-Interview newlywed couples.  Throughout interview, flirt with and make lewd suggestions 
to wife.  If  husband protests explain that you are sorry but telling his wife that she has well-
shaped breasts is a fundamental part of  the scientific method, and if  subjects don’t like it 
they can leave but will thus forfeit the 1,000 dollar compensation fee.  See how explicit you 
can get before couple walks out.

-Offer subjects a candy bar in exchange for completing a 20-minute survey.  Give subjects a 
48-minute survey consisting entirely of  leading questions about how candy bars are delicious.  
At the end of  survey feign surprise and announce that you are out of  candy bars.  Offer 
subjects some raisins instead.
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